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Areas of use

High Silicon Cast Iron Anodes (AFSi) and High Silicon Chrome Cast Iron Anodes (AFSiCr) are components 

in the cathodic corrosion protection systems dedicated to steel structures buried in soil or immersed in water.

High Silicon Chrome Cast Iron Anodes (AFSiCr) are dedicated for use in aggressive environments  having 

electrical resistivity < 5 Ωm.

Gas distribution sector companies

Oil distribution and storage sector companies

Anod type
A

[mm]

B

[mm]

C

[mm]

D

[mm]

Current 

density*

[A/m2]

Consumption 

rate**

[kg/A.an]

Surface

[m2]

Weight

[kg]

AFSi60

AFSiCr60
1500  80 120 150 max.50

max.0,2

max.0,3
0,4 60

AFSi40

AFSiCr40
920  80 120 150 max.50

max.0,2

max.0,3
0,25 40

AFSi15

AFSiCr15
800  60  90 150 max.50

max.0,2

max.0,3
0,16 15

AFSi 35

AFSiCr35
650 80 120 - max.50

max.0,2

max.0,3
0.20 35

* Usually, the recommended current density is of  20 A/m2

**   For the AFSiCr type anodes, the consumption rates is for use in aggressive environments, salt soils

Other dimensions available at request.

Dimensions and features

Cathodic Protection Pilot-Installation

The power connection panel is apparent, as 

well as the ditch containing the buried anodes 

and the CYY 1X10 mm cables  connection.

Characteristics

Prototype  FSi anode during its extraction 

from the soil 

Foundry  shopAFSi60 type rod anodes FeSiCr35 type rod anodes            

with cable connection 

Product 

Code
Product Type Note

AFSi High Silicon Cast Iron Anodes The characteristics of  this anode are 

protected by RO 117390 B/2002

and RO122549/2009 PatentsAFSiCr High Silicon Chrome Cast Iron Anodes

The anodes have an enhanced corrosion resistance due to their high silicon content, their low carbide

content and due to the fact that the chromium (in AFSiCr anodes) is mainly distributed in ferrite phase.

Our customers

Company Certificates

Scheme of the anode

Scheme of the  FSiCr35  anode, with cable connection

HIGH SILICON  CAST  IRON  ANODES  AND  HIGH  SILICON  CHROME  CAST  IRON  

ANODES  FOR  IMPRESSED  CURRENT  CATHODIC  PROTECTION  SYSTEMS
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